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ABSTRACT
Dr. Shelley Waltonen Moore, Advisor
This project utilized instructional design techniques to develop an online training program to
teach gun safety and introduce people to the sport of military rifle shooting, using the AR-15
rifle. The online training course supports the mission of the Civilian Marksmanship Program; to
promote marksmanship training and safety to United States citizens.

Concerns regarding the

efficacy of teaching marksmanship in an online format were identified and addressed. The
ADDIE model of instructional design was used to create the three learning modules; Introduction
to Service Rifle, the Fundamentals of Marksmanship, and Service Rifle Positions. Participants in
the training included U. S. citizens with little to no shooting experience, who were motivated to
acquire shooting skills and to begin competing in service rifle competitions. The online training
was evaluated at multiple levels to gauge the reaction of the learners, to determine if learning
objectives were met, to verify the training resulted in improved shooting ability, and to
encourage learners to participate in service rifle competitions.
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SECTION I: BACKGROUND AND GOALS
Initial Statement
The sport of competitive service rifle shooting dates back to 1903, when President
Theodore Roosevelt created a series of competitions known today as the National Trophy Rifle
Matches. For over 100 years, U. S. Military members and civilians have competed in these
matches using military rifles to hit targets as far as 600 yards. Since the inception of the National
Rifle Matches, the Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP) has played an integral part in these
matches by teaching rifle safety and marksmanship skills to the American public. The purpose
of this project was to develop an online training course to teach U. S. citizens safe rifle handling
skills as well as introduce them to the sport of competitive shooting. With a decline in
participation over the years and negative press coverage surrounding the gun industry in
America, there was need for marksmanship training with an emphasis on safety.
The online training provides easy access to anyone seeking quality marksmanship training
using modern military rifles, namely the AR-15. Using modern technology and filming
techniques, learners now have access to quality training material, illustrating concepts that are
difficult to deliver to learners in an in-person class. The goal of the online training is to teach
learners to handle rifles safely, to learn the fundamentals of marksmanship, and to learn how to
apply marksmanship concepts to the three shooting positions in service rifle shooting.
Background
Firearms have been an integral part of American history since the birth of this country.
Their use has contributed to the freedoms that each American citizen has today. Two hundred
and forty years since the Independence of the United States, firearms continue to be widely used
and highly scrutinized by its citizens (Kalesan, Villarreal, Keyes, & Galea, 2015). The hot topic
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in today’s society is the use of the AR-15 (Lisson, 2013). The AR-15 is a militarized rifle that
fires a .223 caliber projectile and is commonly referred to as a service rifle, as it mimics the M16
rifle used by the military (United States Army, n.d.). The AR-15 is considered the most widely
used firearm platform in the United States today (National Shooting Sports Foundation, n.d.).
While some people debate the legality of the rifle, others advocate for its use. Regardless of
one’s stance on the topic, there are organizations dedicated to training American citizens to
handle and operate the rifle safely. One of those organizations is the Civilian Marksmanship
Program (CMP).
In February of 1903, with the assistance of President Theodore Roosevelt, the United
States Congress amended the War Defense Appropriations Bill to establish the National Board
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice and Firearms Safety (NBPRP). The aim of the organization
was to improve military marksmanship for improved military preparedness. American citizens
gained access to advanced marksmanship training, so if they were ever called upon to serve their
country in a time of need, they would have an understanding of marksmanship skills (Civilian
Marksmanship Program, n.d.).
The creation of the NBPRP was partnered with the creation of the National Trophy Rifle
Matches; a series of competitions using military service rifles for the best military and civilian
shooters in the United States. Each military branch sent their best shooters to the National
Trophy Matches to compete against each other and to crown the best shooters and military teams
in the country. One hundred and thirteen years later, the National Rifle Matches continue to be
conducted at Camp Perry, Ohio and are considered the “World Series of competitive shooting”
(Riess, 2011, p. 1021).
In 1996, the U. S. Congress privatized the NBPRP and formed the Corporation for the
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Promotion of Rifle Practice and Firearm Safety (CPRPFS), and is more commonly known as the
Civilian Marksmanship Program (Title 36 U. S. Code, 40701-40733). Since 1996, the CMP has
operated as a 501(c)(3) not for profit organization, who’s mission is to instruct U. S. citizens in
marksmanship skills, to promote rifle practice with an emphasis on safety, and to conduct
shooting competitions, including the National Trophy Rifle Matches (Civilian Marksmanship
Program, n.d.). Although the CMP now operates to support many different disciplines of
shooting, it’s history stems from teaching important rifle safety and marksmanship skills to the
general public using military service rifles. That original mission is still being carried out, using
today's modern military service rifle, the AR-15.
The CMP offers a class, held during the National Rifle Matches every year, called Small
Arms Firing School (SAFS) (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.). In the class, students learn
the fundamentals of rifle safety and marksmanship. The goal of SAFS is to fulfill the original
mission of the CMP by introducing a new population of potential competitors to competitive rifle
shooting and encouraging them to continue participating in competitions (United States Army,
n.d.).
The SAFS course brings hundreds of students together into an auditorium at Camp Perry,
where they receive instruction from members of the Army’s elite Army Marksmanship Unit
(AMU). The learners sit through a series of PowerPoint presentations and then move to a rifle
range, where they fire the AR-15 rifle with the assistance of a military instructor. After a day of
learning and shooting, the students return to the rifle range the following day for an introductory
service rifle competition (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.). Students travel, sometimes
great distances, to receive training and to participate in service rifle.
The SAFS course has been conducted at the National Trophy Rifle Matches since 1918
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(Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.). With the exception of the rifles used, the SAFS course
format has remained relatively unchanged. The CMP will continue to conduct SAFS each year,
but has expressed interest in creating a new online training course to provide instruction to
individuals that are unable to attend the in-person training. This idea will be explored further to
address the need for this training, support its development with instruction design theory, and
determine if the marksmanship training can be conducted online safely and effectively.
Needs Analysis
For over 100 years of existence, the CMP has evolved to support many different shooting
disciplines. This includes Vintage Military rifle competitions, high school Junior Reserve
Officer Training Corps (JROTC) rifle team training, and summer air rifle camps for junior
athletes to name a few. The CMP offers a variety of educational opportunities to anyone that is
interested in learning more about the shooting sports (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.).
CMP is required by law to continue the mission that was established by the U. S. Congress in
1903, to train U. S. citizens in marksmanship skills and safety and to conduct shooting
competitions (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.)
One of the main ways CMP sets out to accomplish its mission is through the
aforementioned SAFS course. A large number of potential students are unable to attend the
training due budgetary restrictions, scheduling conflicts, and geographical distance. For those
reasons, utilizing modern technology to provide quality marksmanship training in an online
format can reach new people, such as those interested in attending SAFS but unable to do so.
This project was designed to fulfill the CMP’s mission and do it with minimal expense.
In an interview, CMP Programs Chief Christie Sewell, stated the CMP Board of Directors
expressed interest in pursuing an online training course that would introduce service rifle to a
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new population of shooters (Sewell, 2016). Sewell stated, “A course that introduces people to
service rifle shooting fits into our mission and provides a starting place for those who are
interested in learning how to shoot safely.” Sewell ended the interview by saying the online
training could be designed and conducted at a fraction of the cost of conducting the in-person
training courses. This would minimize the expense to both the students and the CMP.
The timing of the training course aligns with several new rule changes. As Sewell stated
above, a goal of the new training course is to introduce a new population of shooters to the sport
of service rifle. Recently, the CMP implemented numerous rule changes in service rifle that
have the potential to introduce many new shooters (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.).
Before the rules changed, the AR-15 rifles allowed in competition were restricted to rifles that
resembled the look of the M16 rifle as it was used in the Vietnam War (Civilian Marksmanship
Program, 2016). The rifles now permitted in competition include modern rifles and accessories,
as well as the use of use of optical scopes (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.). Shooters can
now utilize the AR-15 rifles they may already own, and use them in a service rifle competition.
The introduction of optical scopes allows people with vision issues to participate.
One of the reasons it is important for a new population to be introduced to service rifle
shooting is the National Trophy Rifle Matches have been experiencing a downtrend in
participation. After researching the participation numbers on CMP’s Club and Competition
Tracker, it is clear the National Trophy Rifle Matches are losing competitors (Civilian
Marksmanship Program, n.d.). Figure 1 illustrates the participation in the National Trophy Rifle
Matches from 1955 to 2015. There are a few years not accounted for due to missing records.
The linear line on the graph is a trend line of the data set and it indicates the decline in
participation over a span of sixty years. It is assumed the decline in participation at the National
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Trophy Rifle Matches is an indication of a decline in service rifle competitions around the
United States (Civilian Marksmanship Program, 2016).
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Figure 1. National Trophy Rifle Match Participation. This graph illustrates the downward trend
in National Trophy Rifle Match participation. The drop in participation potentially indicates a
decrease in service rifle competitions nationwide.
With the decline in participation over the years and the CMP’s desire to broaden its
educational opportunities, the needs analysis revealed online training as a viable and needed
option. Several learning objectives were outlined as a result of this inquiry and are described
below.
Learning Objectives
At the conclusion of the online training course, learners will be able to:
1. Recall the three safety rules that pertain to shooting.
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2. Identify the five fundamentals to firing a well-aimed shot.
3. Classify the shooting positions and identify four unique features of each of the three
positions.
Literature Review
This training course aims to teach safety and basic marksmanship, by means of online
education. Teaching marksmanship through an online course presents a few concerns that should
be researched before proceeding with development. The first concern is whether learners will
gain the skills needed to operate a rifle safely through online training. The second concern is
whether or not learners can obtain the same skills in an online training course as they would if
they received hands-on training from a marksmanship instructor. No identified published studies
could be found on the effectiveness of online marksmanship safety and training. However,
studies have been conducted that address and support these concerns. Each of these primary
concerns is explored below, and research literature is provided to support the development of this
project.
Regarding the first concern centered on safety, it has been proven that with proper safety
techniques, shooting sports are amongst the safest of all sports (Civilian Marksmanship Program,
n.d.). This is largely due to the effectiveness of the safety rules and procedures that shooters are
instructed to follow. When all safety considerations are followed, it is possible to eliminate gun
related accidents (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.). In consideration of this primary
concern, and to maintain the high safety record of shooting sports, it is vital that proper
instructional design techniques be utilized for the development of this online training project.
While no research was located that specifically addressed online gun safety, one research
study in particular supports the utilization of instructional systems design to enhance safety.
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Instructional design (ID) is defined as “a systematic approach to solve an instructional problem”
(Davis, 2013, p. 205). When presented with the task of developing a training program to
improve the overall safety of patient care in hospitals, Battles (2006) applied an ID model, called
ADDIE, to address the problem. ADDIE is a predominant model used in instructional systems
design, which is defined as a “systematic approach to solve an instructional problem” (Davis,
2013, p. 205). After researching hospital incident reports, the instructional designer was able to
identify the underlying cause of safety infractions as a breakdown in team communication. After
identifying the problem, the instructional designer was then able to apply the ADDIE model to
create a training program to address communication and teamwork amongst hospital staff
members. When the training course was implemented, the hospitals witnessed a decrease in
safety infractions and an improvement in overall patient safety. If the ADDIE model was used to
improve patient safety in hospitals, it is a reasonable assumption the same model can be applied
to marksmanship safety. For that reason, it is important to gain a better understanding of the
ADDIE model.
As noted earlier, the ADDIE model is one of the most commonly used ID models (Davis,
2013). Its name is an acronym for the five stages of which it is comprised; analysis, design,
development, implementation and evaluation. According to Davis (as cited in Forest, 2014), the
five stages are meant to guide the instructional designer to the next stage in a process. The
ADDIE model can be thought of largely as a cycle. After the evaluation stage, the instructional
designer can go back to any of the steps to refine them and carry those changes forward to the
next step. This process can be continued until the problem has been addressed and the learning
objectives are met (Davis, 2013).
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Marksmanship safety not only requires shooters to understand the principles of handling
firearms safely, but requires them to practice them on a rifle range. The training must be able to
teach the learners how to physically handle the rifles in the safest manner possible. The training
developed in this project teaches the physical skills of maneuvering firearms safely. Research
has evidenced that the ADDIE instructional systems design model can be used to teach
psychomotor skills (Brook, 2014). In research by Brook (2014), the ADDIE model was applied
to teach strength training techniques in an effort hope to reduce the number of weight lifting
injuries (Brook, 2014). Brook (2014) applied the procedures of the ADDIE model with proper
weightlifting techniques and concluded that learners were capable of learning a psychomotor
skill by means of online training. This evidence led the designer to conclude learners can
acquire the physical skills needed to safely handle firearms through online training.
A second concern salient to the development of this online training was to determine if
learners can acquire the same skills that are typically taught in person. The previous study
supports the idea of acquiring a physical skill through online training, but the method for
teaching these techniques is still unclear. Marksmanship is a complex physical skill that requires
shooters to focus on several things at once to achieve the desired result of firing a well-aimed
shot (United States Army, n.d.). The proposed new online training course would need to
compliment the in-person training needs and to ensure those physical skills can be acquired by
means of online training. According to Blandin, Lhuisset, and Proteau (1999), an individual can
acquire a motor skill simply by observing a model perform the skill. This is referred to as
observational learning (Blandin, Lhuisset, & Proteau, 1999). By using video and graphics, a
learner should be able to acquire the same skills as if it were being demonstrated at an in-person
training. It was found that this can be accomplished even faster if the learners can practice the
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skills immediately after they observe the skill demonstrated (Blandin et al., 1999). In this
particular training project, online learning may have an advantage over in-person training
because mobile devices can allow the learner to take the training with them, anywhere they go.
Shooters can take the course content with them to the rifle range to practice their shooting
techniques. With the increased emphasis and growth of online learning, portable training is a
viable option through online learning management systems that are used to house online learning
(Zhang & Nunamaker, 2003). Many people are taking their learning with them through their
mobile devices (Zhang & Nunamaker, 2003).
Mobile devices are changing the way we interact with the world. Learning management
systems are now mobile friendly, allowing people to learn from their cell phone, tablet, or
computer. “The concept of traditional education does not fit well with the new world of lifelong
learning, in which the roles of instructor, students, and curriculum are changing” (Zhang &
Nunamaker, 2003, p. 207). Learners are now able to keep their learning material on them at all
times (Zhang & Nunamaker, 2003). When learning a skill, this enables learners to view a
portion of the instruction and attempt to duplicate the procedure immediately. The students’
ability to see instruction and then immediately try to repeat what is on their device, increases the
likelihood they will repeat those actions later (Davie, 2009). For students desiring to learn
marksmanship skills, online training that can be taken with them to the shooting range, presents a
viable and convenient option.
In summary, the viability of this project is supported through the research which states,
safe gun handling techniques and marksmanship skills can be acquired through the
implementation of an online training course.
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Identification of Resources
In support of this project, the CMP played an important role in providing resources. The
following resources were allocated for project development.
Budget. The CMP had allocated a budget of $30,000 for this project. Expenses included
monies for travel, lodging, expendable materials, equipment and software.
Subject matter expertise.
•

Subject Matter Expert/Instructional Designer – With over twenty years of competitive
shooting experience, the author relied heavily on personal knowledge of the shooting
sports and marksmanship training. He is also an employee of the CMP and served as
the instructional designer on this project.

•

Service Rifle Professionals – CMP Program Coordinator, Katie Harrington. CMP
Range Coordinator, Sara Rozanski.

•

CMP Programs Chief – Christie Sewell provided guidance to ensure the project
aligned with the needs of the CMP Board of Directors.

Reference materials/learning materials. The following publications were used as
reference materials for the creation of this project.
•

United States Army Marksmanship Unit Guide to Service Rifle Shooting – The guide
was written by members of the USAMU and is a textbook of service rifle shooting
techniques.

•

CMP Small Arms Firing School Curriculum – This is the curriculum used by the
CMP and AMU when conducting the SAFS course at the National Trophy Rifle
Matches.
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Technology. The following items were used to capture, edit, and deliver the online
training course.
•

Camera – Panasonic GH4

•

Drone – DJI Inspire 1

•

Zoom Audio Recorder

•

Wireless Audio Packs

•

Video Editing Software – Adobe Premiere, After Effects

•

Graphical Software – Adobe Photoshop

•

Audio Software – Pluraleyes, Adobe Audition

•

Adobe Captivate

•

Learning Management System (LMS) – ExpandShare

•

CMP website for advertising the training course

•

CMP Club and Competition Tracker (CT) website for registration. CT is a
registration and results management website used by competitors and CMP staff to
track competition results and to register for upcoming events.

Special equipment.

This project required shooting equipment commonly used by

service rifle shooters; including an AR-15, shooting jacket, glove, sling, and a shooting mat.
Facilities. All of the training materials were captured at Camp Perry Training Site in
Port Clinton, Ohio. Two dedicated rifle ranges were used for filming and included Petrarca Rifle
Range and Viale Rifle Range. The Petrarca Range was used for the majority of the videos.
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SECTION II: PROCEDURES
The procedures employed for the creation of this project are described below and include
the development of the training course, development timeline, and evaluation methods.
Development Procedures
This online training course consists of three modules:
Module 1: An Overview of Service Rifle Shooting.
Module 2: The Fundamentals for Firing a Shot.
Module 3: The Three Shooting Positions Used in Service Rifle Competitions.
All modules are self-paced, consisting of video, text, and graphics. The aforementioned
ADDIE model was used for the development of the learning modules, and is described in more
detail below.
Analysis. The Analysis stage of the ADDIE model was utilized to collect needs
assessment data which established the need for training, identified the target audience, and
created learning goals for the course (Forest, 2014). For a review of the needs assessment data
collection process and established learning objectives, please see section one. The target
audience for this project included U. S. citizens interested in learning more about service rifle
shooting. The participants varied in shooting skills, from having no prior shooting experiences to
being proficient shooters.
Design. Using the content found in Appendix A as an outline for each learning module, a
storyboard was created to determine how the material is presented to the learner. Each of the
three modules contains audio, video, and graphics. A list of video shots was compiled and used
during the development stage. A script was authored and used for narration in all learning
modules.
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Development. A list of multimedia needs was compiled and is documented in Appendix
B. The list contains videos, audio, and graphics needed for the creation of each learning module.
With the exception of some of the pictures, most of the multimedia was captured at Petrarca
Range. The instructional designer and members of the CMP staff met at the range to record the
material. Additional footage was captured at the 2016 National Trophy Rifle Matches located at
Camp Perry, Ohio.
The audio and video was recorded and edited using Adobe Premiere and Audition.
Graphics were created using Adobe After Effects. After the video and graphics were edited, they
were imported into Adobe Captivate.
Adobe Captivate was used to assemble the material for each learning module. Captivate
allowed the designer to create the asynchronous learning modules by piecing together the edited
video and graphics into an interactive environment for the learner. The modules were exported
from Captivate and uploaded to the Expand Share, the learning management system (LMS) used
to house the online training.
Once the designer tested the learning modules for functionality, a small group of CMP
employees, including CMP Programs Chief, Christie Sewell, tested the learning modules, and
provided initial feedback to the designer. Based on the feedback received, the designer made
revisions to the modules and updated them on the LMS. With approval from Sewell, the training
course was approved for pilot testing.
Implementation. The implementation of this project assumed a multi-phase process
which consisted of identifying a test group, learner registration, and pilot testing. The success of
this project will allow the CMP to offer this training course to the general public. The steps
required to make the training course available to the public detailed below.
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The test group of individuals were hand selected by the designer and the CMP Programs
Chief. The intention of the test group was to identify some people with little to no knowledge of
service rifle, as well as individuals with moderate knowledge. Each member of the test group
was invited to take the training by adding their email address to the LMS. Each person received
an email from the LMS to register as a user.
The test group followed a link to the LMS website where they logged in to gain access to
the training material. The test group completed each learning module and assessment. The
results indicated overall success with navigation, functionality, and achievement of the learning
outcomes, as evidenced by the assessment.
With positive results from the test group, training course is set to release to the public
through advertising on the CMP website. On the front page of the CMP website, prospective
students will find a Training and Technology page, featuring all of the training opportunities
CMP offers. This web page will include a course description and a list of the learning objectives.
The CMP utilizes its own registration website called Club and Competition Tracker (CT). CMP
staff must migrate the information from CT to the LMS, as the two websites are not integrated.
When each learner has been imported into the LMS, they receive an invitation to login to the
training course via email. The email grants participants access to the learning modules. In the
event a learner is unable to login, they must contact the CMP to resolve the issue.
Participants can login, view all or a portion of the learning modules, and complete the
training at their own pace over a span of three weeks. It was determined that three weeks was
ample time for participants to complete this training.
If a learner has a question about the material, the LMS is capable of receiving questions
and notifying the CMP facilitator. While the lessons are self-paced, a facilitator is present to
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monitor activity and engage in follow-up as needed. If the facilitator believes it is an appropriate
question and other learners could benefit from the answer, the CMP will share the question and
answer to the rest of the learners.
As each learner progresses through the training modules, they will be quizzed after each
lesson in order to assess the achievement of learning outcomes. The first learning module on
marksmanship safety will require students to pass a quiz with a score of 100%. A second
assessment will be completed at the conclusion of third module, where learners are quizzed on
the fundamentals of marksmanship and the three shooting positions. Upon successful
completion of the learning modules and assessments, learners will be presented with a certificate.
They may choose to print and keep the certificate of completion for their records.
Evaluation. The process of evaluation in the ADDIE instructional systems design model
seeks to determine if the implementation of the project was successful in accomplishing its goals
(Forest, 2014). The evaluation stage of the ADDIE model is important to determine if learning
objectives were reached and what changes can be made to improve the overall quality of the
project (Forest, 2014). This bears important relevance for a project of this nature because it helps
concentrate efforts on two primary types of data; the learners’ reactions to the training and to
determine if learning had occurred. This section briefly describes how this stage of the ADDIE
model was enacted, however, are described in much greater detail, in Section III, Methodology.
The first level of evaluation was conducted at the conclusion of the training course. A
survey was used to gauge the learner’s reaction to different aspects of the learning modules.
They were asked to rate their satisfaction with the appearance, navigation, narration and
materials found in the training course.
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The second level of evaluation was conducted using two methods. At the beginning of
the course, learners were presented with a pre-survey, used to gain an understanding of the
current knowledge each learner possessed before the start of the training course. This
information would then be compared to a post-survey conducted at the end of the training course.
Learners also completed two quizzes while taking the course. The information gained by
comparing the answers in the two surveys and reviewing the quiz scores would determine if
learning had occurred.
Timeline
May 2016

•
•
•

June 2016
July 2016

•
•
•
•

August 2016

•
•
•

September 2016

•
•
•

October 2016

•
•

•

Storyboard of the three learning
modules
Write the Script
Schedule Filming with subject matter
expert and identify filming location
Film videos with subject matter expert
Edit video and audio
Film Additional Footage during the
National Trophy Rifle Matches
Additional filming with subject matter
expert if needed at National Trophy
Rifle Matches
Edit Additional Video
Create learning module in Adobe
Captivate
Record audio narration for learning
modules.
Upload modules to LMS
CMP Staff views learning modules on
LMS
Meet with CMP staff to receive
feedback
Revise/edit as directed by CMP staff
Open registration for test group
Monitor progress as learners take the
training course
Gather results of the assessments and
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•

determine if learning objectives were
reached
View results of the surveys to gauge the
reactions to the training
Make changes as needed
Prepare project report
Send follow up survey to test group
Analyze data to determine if goals were
accomplished
Revise project report

•
•

Submit Final Project
Submit Final Project Report

•
•
•
•
•

November 2016

Changes from proposal. Many changes had to be made during the development of the
training course. It was initially thought that the designer would meet with a member of the Army
Marksmanship Unit at the CMP Marksmanship Park in Talladega, AL. However, due to time and
budgetary restrictions, the designer remained at Camp Perry to film all of the material with
members of the CMP staff.
The designer intended to conduct interviews and rely on the testimony of the Army
Marksmanship unit as the main method of instruction. Without the AMU present, the decision
was made to use narration for the slides.
Another change from the proposal was the test group. The test group was originally
intended to be a group of individuals that registered on the CMP’s website. The decision was
made to use members of the CMP staff as the test group. This decision was made primarily due
to time restrictions but also served as a more controlled test group.
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SECTION III: DESCRIPTION, METHODOLOGY, AND DEVELOPMENT
This project introduced the sport of Service Rifle shooting to a new population of
shooters to teach marksmanship safety and fundamentals. This section briefly reviews the
procedures used in the development stage of the project, and helps contextualize the end result
with visual representation of the online training produced. This section further specifies the data
collection tools used to help evaluate the project.
Development
This section summarizes the major development steps taken to create the Introduction to
Service rifle training course and adds visual representation of the components of the final
project. It is broken down into four sub-sections; Outlining, Filming and Editing; Creating the
Learning Modules; and LMS Integration. The sub-sections are presented in chronological order
below.
Outlining and scripting. The designer outlined each learning module as it would appear
to the learner. The outline is available for review in Appendix A. As seen in Figure 2, each slide
was outlined to feature text, a graphic or video, and narration. Additionally, a master list of
graphics, pictures, and video were identified to guide the production. A list of videos and
graphics can be found in Table 1 below. To lend further specificity, this list catalogued which
images and videos existed within the CMP organization, and which needed to be produced. This
resulted in an efficient use of time and resources when on the range filming because it
methodically targeted video and image collection required to execute this project.
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Figure 2. Slide layout. The above image shows the common slide layout used throughout each
learning module. Each slide features a title at the top, navigation buttons, text, and a visual aid
on the right.
Table 1
List of video topics and the corresponding graphic.
Topic
Graphics
Firing Line Distances
Aerial shot of Viale range with animated lines highlighting
the firing distances
Breath Control
Chart depicting lung volume over time
Trigger Control
Chart depicting pressure on the trigger over time
Eye Dominance
Target image used to identify dominant aiming eye
Sight Alignment
Image of front and rear sights with an x and y axis showing
proper sight alignment
Sight Picture
Image of aligned sights in relation to a target to highlight
different methods of aiming
Empty Chamber Indicator
On screen text and image of and empty chamber indicator
with a white background
After the outline for each slide was produced, the designer authored the script to specify
precise narration for each slide. Each slide in Adobe Captivate features a timeline that allowed
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the researcher to add text and graphics at any time. The script and narration was important for
the timing of each slide. The designer used a microphone an Adobe Audition to capture the
audio that was integrated in Adobe Captivate.
Filming and editing. With the outline and narration complete, the next step involved
image capture, pictures, and video. The original intent was to film a member of the Army
Marksmanship Unit, however, due to budgetary restrictions, the author, serving as instructional
designer, was forced to film himself. A DSLR camera was used to capture both the pictures and
the videos. All filming took place on Petrarca Range, located at Camp Perry Training Site in
Port Clinton, OH. It took two complete days of filming to capture the pictures and video. Adobe
Photoshop was used to edit the photos. The videos were edited using Adobe Premiere, Audition,
and After Effects. As seen in Figure 3, text, graphics, and animations were added to many of the
videos using Adobe After Effects.

Figure 3. Still image from animation. This image is a still frame of a video depicting proper
breath control. Many of the videos in the course feature on screen text and graphics to convey
each lesson.
During the production phase, it was determined that more filming was needed to retake
some of the shots that were not adequately captured the first time. It was decided that a drone
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could be utilized to help capture vital aerial photography of the Viale Rifle Range, also located at
the Camp Perry Training Site. It was concluded that the second round of filming and photo
capture satisfied all image production needs.
Creating the learning modules. The designer created the Learning Modules by making
blank slides and adding the narration. This established a timeline for each slide. With the
narration added, text and pictures were added and timing was added to each slide. This was
designed to eliminate distraction for the learner and to deploy each point as it was mentioned in
the narration.
Once the the audio, text, pictures, and video added to the slides, the next step consisted of
adding navigation for the learners. Each slide had a method for the learner to navigate to a
particular section within the module. Most of the navigation was intended to guide the learner to
the next or previous slides, but some slides allowed the learner to explore on their own. The
intent of this design fostered and encouraged the learner to interact with the learning
environment. A sample of this navigation is seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Sample of navigation. This image is a slide for the standing position. It features
several buttons on screen to allow the learner to navigate the lesson on their own. This was done
intentionally to allow learners to attempt each step if they were following this on a rifle range.
LMS integration. The final step published the Adobe Captivate files and uploaded them
to the Expand Share learning management system. Once uploaded, the first beta testing with
subject matter experts occurred.
In summary, the ADDIE instructional systems design model proved to be a methodical
and effective means to developing and preparing the online training for implementation. The
design and development stages resulted in content rich modules, ripe with caliber visual images
and videography to enhance learning throughout. Once ready for implementation, data was
collected. A summary of these methods follows.
Data Collection
The data collection methods for this project were designed to capture the two types of
data. The two types of data needed for this project are reactionary and learning. To gather this
information, two surveys were created using the web service Survey Monkey. Learners were
directed to the surveys by clicking on web-links provided in the learning modules. The presurvey link was embedded at the beginning of the first learning module as seen in Figure 5. The
post-survey was provided at the end of the third learning module. A copy of the pre-survey and
post-survey can be found in Appendices C and D respectively. Additionally, each learner was
also quizzed at the end of the modules to provide further evidence of learning. The purpose of
each of these methods is discussed further in this section.
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Figure 5. Survey slide. Surveys were embedded in the learning modules to collect data before
and after the learners completed the training course.
Reactionary data. Recall the reactionary data is how the learners reacted to the training
course. The post-survey was used to determine the learners’ reaction to the training. The postsurvey contained a section where the learners were asked to rate the quality of the training
course. Learners answered questions on a Likert scale to indicate if they agreed with certain
statements. Five options were presented; Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, and
Strongly Agree. The purpose of this section was to evaluate the training course by identifying
strengths and weaknesses with the course content and whether they would recommend the
training course to others.
Learning data. The pre-survey was designed to establish a baseline for each learner’s
skillsets before they began the training. The pre- and post-surveys contained the same questions.
Learners were asked to rate their level of familiarity of different marksmanship skills before and
after they had taken the training. Learners indicated their level of familiarity by answering if
they were Not Familiar, Slightly Familiar, Moderately Familiar, Very Familiar or Extremely
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Familiar. The designer gathered the results from Survey Monkey. These results are discussed in
more detail in the following section. Comparing the results of the pre-survey with the results
from the post-survey, helped the designer to conclude if learning had taken place.
Additionally, learners were presented with two quizzes; a safety quiz and a
marksmanship fundamentals quiz. These quizzes were hosted on the LMS and proceeded the
first and third learning modules respectively. Learners were presented with multiple-choice
questions. Successful completion of the first learning module required learners to achieve a
perfect score on the assessment. Failure to correctly answer questions regarding marksmanship
safety must be addressed. The assessments for the second and third learning modules were used
to determine if the second and third learning objectives were met. The responses for each learner
were gathered and interpreted using the LMS, ExpandShare. The quiz questions and results are
found in Appendix I.
The methods discussed in this section were designed to evaluate the overall success of the
project and ultimately determine if the learning objectives had been met. Failure to achieve the
desired learning outcomes require the instructional designer to determine a solution to the
problem (Forest, 2014). The results for the surveys and quizzes are discussed in the following
section to determine if the project accomplished its goals.
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SECTION IV: RESULTS, EVALUATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this section, the results from the pre- and post-surveys, and quizzes are discussed.
Based on the findings, conclusions were made regarding the overall success of the project. The
process of developing, implementing, and evaluating the course, identified weaknesses in the
project. Plans for future development are also discussed.
Audience
The test group for this project included CMP Employees ranging in marksmanship
experience from no prior marksmanship training to extremely skilled marksmen. This group was
selected for their wide variety of skill sets. Of the seven people to take the course, six of them
indicated they had either no shooting experience or recreational shooting experiences. The one
remaining person is a skilled service rifle competitor with extensive knowledge in
marksmanship.
Results
The first level of evaluation was conducted to gauge the reaction of the learners (Jung,
2009). In the post-survey, learners were asked to give their impression of the training material,
including the quality of the videos and graphics, onscreen text, narration, and course navigation.
Learners indicated they were very satisfied with the quality of the training course. In fact, 96%
of responses were positive.
The next level of evaluation established if learning occurred and whether the learning
objectives were met (Forest, 2014). The results of the Pre-Survey, found in Appendix H, indicate
the learners were mostly beginners. The mode of all responses shows the learners were only
Slightly Familiar with the marksmanship topics covered in the course. More specifically, only
25% of all responses in the pre-survey indicated the learners were very-familiar or extremely
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familiar. When compared with the results of the Post-Survey, found in Appendix G, learners
indicated they were much more familiar with the marksmanship topics. The mode of the PostSurvey shows the learners were Very Familiar with the topics. When compared with the presurvey, 68% percent of the responses showed the learners were between very familiar and
extremely familiar with the topics. It is evident from the results learning had occurred.
The first learning objective ensured learners could recall the three gun safety rules.
Learners indicated they were only slightly familiar with the three safety rules based on their
responses in the pre-survey. After having completed the training course, learners indicated they
were between moderately familiar and extremely familiar. The mode of the answers indicated
they were very familiar with the rules. The safety quiz administered after the first learning
module showed a more positive result. Of the questions asked pertaining to the safety rules,
100% were answered correctly. It was concluded the first learning objective was accomplished.
Additionally, in the satisfaction portion of the post-survey, learners also agreed they were
confident they could handle rifles safely as a result of taking the training course.
The second learning objective was to identify the five fundamentals for firing a wellaimed shot. In the pre-survey, learners indicated they were moderately familiar with the
fundamentals of marksmanship. In the post survey, their understanding improved to very
familiar. The questions asked at the conclusion of the training course were answered with 100%
correct answers. Based on these results, it was concluded the second learning objective had been
met.
The third learning objective was to identify the steps for building the fundamental
shooting positions. Learners were asked to indicate their familiarity of the three shooting
positions and how to acquire each position. The most frequent answer on the pre-survey was the
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learners were only slightly familiar with the shooting positions. Once again, the post-survey
results showed learners were very familiar with the steps for building each position. The
fundamentals and position quiz, administered at the conclusion of the third learning module,
indicated learners had successfully passed the quiz. These results provided further evidence to
support the learning objectives had been accomplished.
Evaluations
The comparison of the pre- and post-surveys evaluated participant satisfaction with the
course design and content. Overall, the results demonstrated a positive reaction to the training
course. Learners indicated they were satisfied with the navigation, narration, on screen text and
videos throughout the course. Because online marksmanship training is a relatively new
concept, learners were asked if they would have preferred to receive this type of training in an in
person format, instead of receiving it online. They indicated they were neutral for that question.
When asked if they would recommend this course to others, five of the seven responses strongly
agreed.
Recommendations
The designer concluded the project was a success and demonstrated online marksmanship
training is a viable option for the CMP to expand its training incentives by offering a variety of
marksmanship training opportunities in an online format. This would benefit both the learners
and the CMP. There are some recommendations for future development and evaluation. This
project was meant to demonstrate distance learning can benefit the shooting sports. Since that
has been established, there are many more lessons that can be developed for service rifle.
Lessons can include, but are not limited to, service rifle equipment, sight adjustments, the effects
of wind while shooting, scoring targets, competition operations and marksmanship opportunities.
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These lessons would benefit the service rifle community as a potential method to increase
participation in this sport.
Although learners demonstrated improved knowledge and confidence after completing
the course, it is unknown if this training will result in improved marksmanship skills. To
accomplish this task, a much higher level of evaluation would have to be conducted (Jung,
2009). Even if the CMP could determine learners demonstrated improved marksmanship skills,
relating that improvement to an online training course would very difficult. The CMP would
have to invest significant time and resources to evaluate learners at this level.
A final consideration for improvement is the learning management system used to host
this training course. The designer experienced several setbacks during the development of this
project due to the inability to manage the course content and questions. The designer relied on
the LMS to upload the content and create the test questions. This slowed the entire process. A
new LMS should be considered that can fully support Adobe Captivate files but also allows CMP
staff to manage their own content.
Conclusion
The Civilian Marksmanship Program is a leader in marksmanship training. It’s mission,
as mandated by the United States Congress, is to educate US citizens in firearm safety and
marksmanship skills (Civilian Marksmanship Program, n.d.). The CMP has fulfilled its mission
by teaching US citizens across the country. With advances in technology, the CMP indicated a
desire to reach more people by means of online training, to teach basic service rifle skills
(Sewell, 2016). This project set out to determine if the CMP should invest time and resources to
develop an Introduction to Service Rifle online training course. Concerns for teaching
marksmanship safety and fundamentals were identified and addressed. By following the ADDIE
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model of instructional design, this project was designed, developed and implemented. An
extensive evaluation concluded online training is a viable option for teaching the sport of service
rifle online. Further development of online training courses, such as this Introduction to Service
Rifle course, will compliment CMP’s current offerings in marksmanship training, and continue
to fulfill its mission in educating the U. S. public.
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APPENDIX A: COURSE OUTLINE
The following is an outline to be used during the design phase of the project. Each
number corresponds with the learning modules listed in the development procedures.
1) Safety - This is the most important section in the entire lesson plan. If there is one thing
students should take away from this course, it is how to safely handle firearms.
a) The overall safety of the shooting sports. The shooting sports continue to be one of the
safest sports for people to participate in because shooters abide by safety rules
b) The goal is to completely eliminate gun related accidents at shooting competitions.
c) The foundation of safe gun handling stems from the proper management of the three
main gun parts, the muzzle, the action and the trigger.
d) Rule #1 - Muzzle Control. Safe gun handling always starts with where the muzzle is
being pointed. Always point the muzzle in a safe direction. When rifle is removed from
a gun case and carried, it should be carried with the muzzle pointed up and should be
above the head of the person carrying it. When standing on a range, it should be pointed
downrange.
e) Rule #2 - Open Action. The action of the rifle is the part where a bullet enters a chamber
and can be fired when the trigger is depressed. Actions should always remain open,
preventing the rifle from being fired at any time. The only time the rifle can have a
closed action is when the shooter is on a firing line and a range officer has instructed
them to do so.
f) Rule #3 - Finger off of the trigger. The finger should always remain outside of the trigger
guard unless the shooter is on the firing line and they have been given permission to
begin firing their rifles.
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g) Empty Chamber Indicator (ECI) - An ECI is a plastic device that is inserted into an open
action, indicating a bullet is not in the chamber of rifle and cannot be fired.
h) Safeties - Safeties are mechanical devices on rifles used to prevent a trigger mechanism
from being released. The use of safeties is an added measure, utilized by some shooting
ranges as an added safety precaution. Safeties are not always required because some
rifles may not be equipped with a safety.
2) Shooting Fundamentals - These are the key concepts every shooter must abide by to shoot a
well-aimed shot. Each of the following happen simultaneously.
a) Sight Alignment - When the rifle is being held, the shooter should look through the rear
sight and center the front sight with the rear sight.
b) Sight Picture - The sight picture is when the shooter aims the aligned sights at the target
and attempts to center the movement of the rifle as much as possible.
i) Six o’clock hold - the post of the front sight sits directly below the black aiming
bullseye of the target
ii) Center mass hold - the post of the front sight is aimed in the center of the black
aiming bullseye of the target
iii) Line of white hold - the post is aimed below the black aiming bullseye to produce a
small line of white beneath the target.
c) Trigger Control - While the shooter aims at the target, the shooter places their index
finger on the trigger and begins to apply pressure until the shot is fired.
d) Breath Control - While aiming the sights at the target, the shooter will hold their breath
for no more than 8-10 seconds before squeezing the trigger. If the shooter does not shoot
the shot in that window of time, they should repeat the entire process.
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e) Follow through - After the shot has been fired, the shooter should remain in position for a
brief moment to allow the bullet to leave the barrel before attempting the next shot.
3) The Shooting Positions
a) Shooting the Prone position - The prone position is typically the first position taught to
service rifle shooters because it is the easiest position to learn and it allows shooters to
practice their fundamentals while learning the position. To build the prone position,
shooters will:
i) Turn their shooting mat 20-30 degrees from the firing line.
ii) Attach the sling
iii) Lay on the shooting mat and extend the left arm.
iv) Locate the buttplate in the right shoulder
v) Move the left hand forward or backward until the sights align with the height of the
target.
vi) Tighten the sling so the weight of the rifle is fully supported.
vii) Pivot the body on the left elbow until the sights point at the target. (NPA)
b)Shooting in the Sitting position - The sitting position is the next position shooters will learn.
If prone is the easiest position to learn and shoot, the sitting position is the second easiest
position. The sling is once again used to support the weight of the rifle.
i) Turn the shooting mat 20-30 degrees from the firing line
ii) Attach the sling
iii) Sit on the shooting mat
iv) Sit in the cross legged position with the left leg on top of the right leg.
v) Locate the left elbow on the left leg, near the left knee
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vi) Locate the right elbow on the right leg, near the right knee.
vii) Place the butt plate of the rifle in the shoulder
viii)Adjust the left hand until the sights of the rifle are at the same height as the target
ix) Pivot the position until the sights are pointed at the target. (NPA)
c) Shooting in the Standing position - Standing, is far and away the most difficult of the three
shooting positions. It requires the shooters to stand on both feet, use bone to bone
support and balance to fire a well-aimed shot. The sling cannot be used in this position.
i) Position the feet perpendicular to the target, shoulder width apart.
ii) Locate the left elbow along the left side of the torso.
iii) Point the left hip toward the target.
iv) Place the butt plate of the rifle in the right shoulder.
v) Grip the rifle in such a way that the sights are at the target elevation.
vi) Pivot the position around the midpoint between the two feet. (NPA)
4) Conclusion - The conclusion will be placed at the end of the third learning module.
a) Brief overview of what was covered in the online training course
b) Guide the learners to join a CMP affiliated club by search the CMP club database
c) Introduce the survey
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APPENDIX B: MATERIAL LIST
The following list is of the material needed for the development of the training course.
The videos will be recorded with DSLR and video cameras. The interviews will be captured
with a Zoom audio recorder and a lapel microphone. Narration will be captured using a USB
microphone and a computer. Many of the photos will come from the stockpile of photos on the
CMP database. Additional graphics will be generated using Adobe After Effects.
Module One – Marksmanship Safety
•
•
Videos

Audio
Graphics

•
•
•
•
•
•

Shooter transporting a rifle from a car to a range
Shooter demonstrating muzzle control, open action and finger
along the stock of the rifle
Shooter inserting an Empty Chamber Indicator
Shooter removing a magazine from the rifle
B-roll footage of a rifle range
Narration from script
Three main parts of the rifle (Muzzle, Action, Trigger)
Shooters demonstrating safe gun handling procedures.

Module Two – The fundamentals of the shot

Videos

Audio

Graphics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview with AMU member
Demonstration of sight alignment
Demonstration of sight picture
Demonstration of trigger control
Demonstration of follow through after a shot has been fired
Narration from script
Capture audio of the interview with AMU member
Sight alignment as seen by the shooter
Three different sight pictures (six o’clock hold, center mass hold,
line of white hold) as seen by the shooter
Graphical representation of pressure being applied to a two stage
trigger
Lung volume graph to illustrate breathing during a shot process over
time

Module Three – Teaching the three shooting position
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Videos

Audio
Graphics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interview with AMU Member
Process for getting into a prone position
Process for getting into a sitting position
Process for getting into a standing position
Narration from script
Capture audio of the interview with AMU member
Pictures of shooters in each of the three positions
Illustrate lines of symmetry in the prone position
Show hip alignment in the standing position
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APPENDIX C: PRE-SURVEY
The following is a survey each learner will take before they begin the training course.
The intent of this survey is to gain a baseline for each learner. It will be used to compare the
results from a post survey found in Appendix D.
1. Which of the following best describes your experience in shooting?
No experience
Recreational Shooter
Beginning competitive shooter
Experienced competitive shooter
2. Which of the following best fits your reason for taking this course?
To learn to safely handle firearms
To learn basic marksmanship skills
To begin competing in service rifle matches
To improve my skills as a service rifle shooter
Not
Familiar
Sight Alignment, Sight Picture,
Trigger Control, Breath Control
Knowledge of the AR15 and all of its
parts
The three gun safety rules and the
parts of the rifle associated with those
rules
How to acquire a Prone, Sitting and
Standing shooting position
How to determine which eye to aim
with
The rulebooks that govern service
rifle
The courses of fire and shooting
distances for each shooting position
The Empty Chamber Indicator (ECI)
The proper use of the sling

Slightly Moderately
Very
Extremely
Familiar
Familiar
Familiar Familiar
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APPENDIX D: POST-SURVEY
The following is a survey each learner will complete at the conclusion of the training
course. This survey was administered using the web service www.surveymonkey.com.
Not
Familiar

Slightly Moderately
Very
Extremely
Familiar
Familiar Familiar Familiar

Sight Alignment, Sight Picture,
Trigger Control, Breath Control
Knowledge of the AR15 and all of its
parts
The three gun safety rules and the
parts of the rifle associated with those
rules
How to acquire a Prone, Sitting and
Standing shooting position
How to determine which eye to aim
with
The rulebooks that govern service
rifle
The courses of fire and shooting
distances for each shooting position
The Empty Chamber Indicator (ECI)
The proper use of the sling
Strongly
Disagree Neutral
Disagree
I will be aware of my surroundings and will
recognize unsafe actions of others around
me
I am confident I can safely handle rifles
based on the information provided in this
training course
I believe what I learned in this training
course will help me to become a better
shooter
One of my goals is to begin/continue
shooting in service rifle competitions
I liked the look and feel of the training
course
I was satisfied with the navigation and
overall ease of use for this course
Overall, I am satisfied the information
provided in this training course
I would recommend this course to someone
who might be interested in service rifle

Agree

Strongly
Agree

INTRO TO SERVICE RIFLE SHOOTING
Short Answer:
If you disagreed with any of the questions above, please explain why.

Is there anything you believe was not covered in the training you believe should be included?

How would you rate the overall quality of the training?
Very Poor
Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good

Do you have any other comments or questions regarding this online training course?
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APPENDIX F: MODULE 2 SLIDES
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APPENDIX G: MODULE 3 SLIDES
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APPENDIX H: PRE-SURVEY RESULTS
Not
Familiar

Slightly
Familiar

Moderately
Familiar

1

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

2

2

1

4

2

Sight Alignment, Sight
Picture, Trigger Control,
Breath Control
Knowledge of the AR15
and all of its parts
The three gun safety rules
and the parts of the rifle
associated with those rules
How to acquire a Prone,
Sitting and Standing
shooting position
How to determine which
eye to aim with
The rulebooks that govern
service rifle

1

The courses of fire and
shooting distances for
each shooting position
The Empty Chamber
Indicator (ECI)
The proper use of the sling

3

2
2

2

2

1

1

2

4

1
5

Weighted
Average

1

2.7
2.1

1

2.9

1

2.7

1

3.3
2.4

1

3.9
2.3

Average

2.7

2

Not Familiar
13%

Very Familiar
17%

Slightly
Familiar
33%
Moderately
Familiar
29%

Extremely
Familiar

2.4
5

PRE SURVEY RESULTS
Extremely
Familiar
8%

Very
Familiar

INTRO TO SERVICE RIFLE SHOOTING
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APPENDIX I: POST SURVEY RESULTS
Not
Slightly Moderately
Very
Extremely Weighted
Familiar Familiar
Familiar
Familiar Familiar
Average
Sight Alignment, Sight Picture,
Trigger Control, Breath Control
Knowledge of the AR15 and all
of its parts
The three gun safety rules and
the parts of the rifle associated
with those rules

1

4

2

4.1

4

2

1

3.6

2

2

2

3.6

1

4

2

4.1

1

3

3

4.3

1

2

3

1

3.4

1

2

3

1

3.4

2

4

4.1

3

1
Average

3.6
3.8

1

How to acquire a Prone, Sitting
and Standing shooting position
How to determine which eye to
aim with
The rulebooks that govern
service rifle
The courses of fire and
shooting distances for each
shooting position
The Empty Chamber Indicator
(ECI)

1

The proper use of the sling

1

2

POST SURVEY RESULTS
Extremely
Familiar
27%

Not Familiar
Slightly
6%
Familiar
2%
Moderately
Familiar
24%

Very Familiar
41%

INTRO TO SERVICE RIFLE SHOOTING
Strongly
Disagree
The course navigation was
easy to follow
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Disagree

Neutral

1

The onscreen text was
helpful
The narration aided in the
learning experience
The videos aided in the
learning experience
I would have preferred
receiving this kind of
instruction in person
Online training such as this
course, is beneficial to the
shooting sports
I will be aware of my
surroundings and will
recognize unsafe actions of
others around me
I am confident I can safely
handle rifles based on the
information provided in this
training course
I believe what I learned in
this training course will help
me to become a better
shooter
One of my goals is to
begin/continue shooting in
service rifle competitions
Overall, I am satisfied the
information provided in this
training course
I would recommend this
course to someone who
might be interested in
service rifle

1

Strongly Weighted
Agree Agree
Average
5

1

3.9

6

1

4.1

4

3

4.4

3

4

4.6

6

1

2.7
4

3

4.4

1

3

3

4.3

1

4

2

4.1

6

1

4.1

2

2

2

3.7

1

3

2

4.2

2

5

4.7
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APPENDIX J: TRAINING COURSE QUIZ RESULTS
The following chart is a list of the quiz questions each learner received at the end of the
learning modules. The second column shows the percentage of responses answered correctly.
The CMP's top priority is to ____________
It is ok to carry a loaded rifle as long as the safety is on.

86%
86%

Which three parts of the rifle are most important when considering
marksmanship safety
As soon as you uncase your rifle, you must

100%
86%

When behind the firing line, it is ok to remove the ECI to make
adjustments to your rifle
The three gun rules pertain to three different parts of the rifle
Safety Rule Number 1 means the shooter must
Shooters should acquire both eye and ear protection
When carrying a rifle, the safest place to point the muzzle is

86%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Sight alignment is the process of
Trigger control can be defined as
Follow through is the process of

100%
100%
100%

To steady the movement of the rifle, shooters should hold their breath for
up to 20 seconds before taking the shot
What are the three positions in Service Rifle?
Traditional service rifle competitions are shot a what yardages?
You should always use your dominant eye for aiming

100%
100%
100%
100%

Holding your breath for longer than 8-10 seconds will increase the
movement of the rifle and will result in an errant shot
The relationship between the aligned sights and the target is called
Rapid fire stages are fired in which two positions

100%
100%
100%

